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1 Introduction
Swarms of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are nowadays used in various domains, e.g.

precision agriculture, military and photography [1]. In some precision agriculture applications,
the drones must cooperate and maintain connectivity to collect data from a group of ground
sensors. Hence, the drones trajectories must be planned such that objectives like trajectory
length or energy minimization together with connectivity must be satisfied. A popular approach
in the literature is to first generate the trajectories offline and then follow these trajectories
online using Model Predictive Control. In large networks, we may not want to share all the
data among all the agents, in particular the ones that are far, a distributed system appears to
be the best solution.

In this work, the multiple agents trajectory optimization problem is formulated via MPC
(Model Predictive Control) and solved by a distributed algorithm using the Python package
DISROPT [4]. In this framework, at each time step, each agent of the network formulates a
local optimization problem which is interconnected to the others through coupling constraints
which describe the connectivity maintenance. Preliminary simulation and experimental results
show promise for the proposed approach.

2 Preliminaries
Let us provide in the following, the general expression of the constrained-coupled optimiza-

tion problem solved at each step :

min
{x1,...,xN }

N∑
i=1

fi(xi) s.t. xi ∈ Xi and
N∑

i=1
gi(xi) ≤ 0 (1)

in which xi, fi, Xi and gi are respectively the local decision variable, the local objective
function, the local constraint set and the coupled function of component i. The distributed
dual subgradient algorithm presented in [3] is used to solve this optimization problem without
communicating the estimate of the decision variable xi.

Furthermore, we consider a linear time-invariant model for the multicopter systems. See
also [2] where a nonlinear feedback controller linearizes the multicopter model in closed loop,
described in fact by a double integrator on each axis x,y,z. Each agent i has its state space
representation :

xi[k + 1] = Aixi[k] + Biui[k] (2)
yi[k] = Cixi[k]
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with xi[k] =
[
pi[k]T vi[k]T

]T ∈ R6 the state vector representing the positions and velocities on
each axis, ui[k] ∈ R3 the input vector representing the acceleration on each axis and Ai ∈ R6×6,
Bi ∈ R6×3, Ci ∈ R3×6 matrices corresponding to the double integrator dynamics.

3 Distributed optimization problem formulation for UAV tra-
jectory generation

We detail here the optimization procedure followed in parallel by every agent of the network.
At each step j, each agent i has to minimize a cost function corresponding to the sum of the
minimal displacements over a prediction horizon Npred corresponding to a number of steps, in
other words the length of the planned trajectory over the prediction horizon is minimized :

min
{ui[0],...,ui[Npred−1]}

Npred∑
k=1
||yi[k]− yi[k − 1]|| (3)

with yi[k] the position of agent i at time step k on axis x,y,z. Furthermore, while minimizing
the objective function (3) the following constraints are considered :



dynamical model (2)
current positions and velocities at initial step
desired positions and velocities at step Nstep

velocity vi[k + 1] ∈
[

−vmax√
3 , vmax√

3

]3
and acceleration ui[k] ∈

[
−amax√

3 , amax√
3

]3
constraints

position constraints pi[k + 1] ∈ [xmin, xmax]× [ymin, ymax]× [zmin, zmax]
the distance between 2 agents has to be shorter than the communication range
communication constraints for each agent Ac(pi − pi+1) ≤ bc.

(4)

The communication constraints are coupling constraints written as in (1)
N∑

i=1
gi (xi) ≤ 0

which is equivalent with
N∑

i=1
Gipi − hi ≤ 0. Furthermore, using the half-space representation

of a polytopic region we have that Ac(pi − pi+1) ≤ bc to approximate (by a polytope) the
communication range sphere constraining the relative positions of the agents. We apply this
constraint for the first next predicted position of each agent to ensure that the communication
is kept. The procedure followed by each agent is explained in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Procedure followed by each agent i

Input: Initial and target positions and velocities of agent i;
Parameters N, Npred, Nsteps, vmax, amax, xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax, Ac, bc;
Output: Feasible trajectory of the agent i;

1 t← 0 ;
2 while t < Nsteps do
3 Build local constraints, coupling constraint and objective function over Npred;
4 Solve optimization problem using Distributed Dual Subgradient algorithm;
5 Apply first optimal input on each axis u∗

i [0];
6 Upload position and velocity of all the agents;
7 t← t + 1 ;
8 end



4 Simulation results
The numerical values are given by the experimental platform available (the operation space

available of the nano-drones). Hence, we have that xmin = −1.1m, xmax = 1.1m, ymin =
−1.1m, ymax = 1.1m, zmin = 0m, zmax = 2.0m for the axis limits, we set vmax = 1m/s,
amax = 5m/s2, a communication range ρ = 0.7m, a number of 20 steps to reach the next
waypoint, a sampling time of 200 ms and a prediction horizon of 20 steps.

This trajectories planning optimisation problem is solved using DISROPT, a Python package
for distributed optimization over peer-to-peer networks [4]. It is usually used to define and solve
convex distributed optimization problems with linear constraints and dynamics.

Once the agents reach a waypoint, they repeat the procedure until the next waypoint. The
results of the simulation are represented in Figure 1. The initial and desired positions of the 3
UAVs are represented with red dots. The communication sphere of agent 2 is intersecting both
spheres of agents 1 and 3 so the communication is kept. We verified also this constraint on the
whole simulation by plotting the inter-UAV distance. The simulation time taking into account
3 agents is 1218 seconds, for only 2 agents it is reduced to 679 seconds.

FIG. 1 – (left) Obtained positions per step of the 3 agents reaching 5 waypoints each, the
spheres represented at 2 steps of the simulation have a radius of ρ

2 for clarity : the agents
communicates if there sphere intersects, (right) velocities and inputs on each axis of each agent

5 Conclusions
This paper proposed a distributed Model Predictive Control algorithm for trajectory plan-

ning of multiple aerial drones while ensuring communication constraints. The contribution
resides in the use of distributed optimization for solving off-line the MPC problem. The tra-
jectories generated are then followed on-line by real UAVs (Crazyflie) using the Qualisys Track
Manager.
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